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Before Introduction
Enjoy your stylish game and life with MIG Land

MIGLAND is a comprehensive platform. 

To put it more simply, I'd like to call it an 'amusement park.'   

Think about it. 

Fair and fast mini-games + NFT collections + NFT audits + indirect investments in new coins from MIGPAD. 

If you have MIG coins, you can do all of these things in one place.  

One thing I want to tell you is that you can't bet in a coin game with MIG coins.  It's not a gambling coin.

The use of MIG coins is discounted if you have MIG, and you can participate in PAD. 

You can purchase NFT with MIG coin and register NFT. You can also implement your own idea NFT. 

MIG started with a desire to become Disneyland in the coin ecosystem. Amid Coin's hard investment, Migrand will be 

a fun place for investors to relax, enjoy and enjoy. It is also designed to allow users to forget their tiredness for a 

while by fair rules. MIG intends to provide cartoon cartoons that can be viewed as COIN investments. I think writers 

will like it and users will enjoy it. That's why we want Migland to be literally Disneyland.

Nft + pad + game + ? + ? Our ideas will continue to fill Migland.

This will soon make Migland like Disney. Don't be late on board.
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Coin Eco-system 
Enjoy your stylish game and life with MIG Land
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WHY MIG?
Enjoy your stylish game and life with MIG Land
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GAME + NFT COIN interest percent Many people find game coins boring.

And it says there's no need to invest.

In the case of coins that are simply used within the 

system, it has a limitation of not having the concept of 

NFT.

MIG will create an interesting blockchain eco-system 

with speedy mini-games for users.
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MIGLAND season 1. NFTmarket
Enjoy your stylish game and life with MIG Land (KR)
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NFT MARKET

Now NFT has become a new work and represents ownership. 

The market has changed, but many people want to participate, 

but it's not. Feel free to offer your own Identity. Your world 

becomes more pleasant as the market judges it on its own.

Even if many platforms such as Beeple, FMG, and Opensea wanted to 

create their own NFTs, the way the platform was used was too 

difficult and difficult to enter. But that's not the case any more. If 

you pay MIG coins, you can show your NFT to everyone.

The current NFT is a structure that many people are uncomfortable with, and a structure in which only a few writers make a big profit. Now anyone can easily access it through MIG.
We will create an open market where you can upload and sell NFT yourself and give you fun. you pay MIG coins, you can show your NFT to everyone
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NFT MARKET
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1.NFT Value

NFT has revolutionized traditional art trading models.
Digital Art is a work of art created using digital technology. Unlike traditional 

artworks, digital art is flexible in the form of data, and data is a representative 
source of digital art.

As a messenger of digital art,
Data can be easily replicated and distributed, but lacks asset characteristics. 

Traditional art, people can change real art.
On the other hand, it is difficult to exchange.

The way physical and digital art are distributed also leads to copyright issues, as 
copyright information is easily lost in the distribution process.

Sometimes, users and art lovers can't find the right way to buy art when they 
want to. It is held in places such as exchanges and auctions to trade in common 

authentic art, and it is difficult to distinguish between authentic and fake.
In addition, it may be difficult to distinguish between genuine and fake works 

because they are in international circulation.
Traditional institutions that provide markets for transactions such as NFT can 

degrade unique numbers on files to act as transactions in digital art.
Some digital artworks make perfect digital art communicators.

In today's marketplace, we believe that NFT is combined with digital art.
We are considering creating a new business model.



NFT MARKET Data
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2. NFT Current Market?
The current policy of NFT markets: blockchain technology is creating a new market.

International President Xi Jinping said 
in the 18th Chinese Political Collective Study

‘Blockchain should be an important breakthrough for independence.’
‘We call for the acceleration of innovation and development of key technologies.’

Blockchain technology and industrial innovation. 
Although most sovereigns around the world are 

Although we are cautious, cryptocurrency still supports the application of blockchain 
technology. Blockchain technology used to be 1.2.3 when AI, the Internet of Things, and 

cloud computing led the market. 
It is becoming a new market for global competition.

Economic policy: year-on-year growth (trade and trade volume) In the first quarter of 2021, 
more than 140,000 active wallets and 

More than 70,000 active wallets are currently available.
It was done in the NFT market with 131 times 

more transactions than in the first quarter of 2020. 
The number of buyers increased 20 times in the first quarter of 2021 

compared to the fourth quarter of 2020. 
It has grown rapidly across sectors and communities.

Activity has also increased significantly.
Due to numerous applications and technological possibilities, 

NFTs can become more common.
And as you enter the digital age, you can become more attractive

According to Fungible.com, the NFT's total market capitalization is... 
It reached $210 million in 2019 and is expected to increase by 50% to $320 million by 2020. 

In 2021, it rose 125% to $710 million.
This market is endless and can be expanded in more diverse ways..



NFTmarket created by MIG
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3.NFT Market to be created by Mig
Mig is based on the basic technology of the best blockchain.

Bep20, supported by the world's largest distributed storage system, btfs (bitterrent file 
system) artworks performing world-class registration missions have emerged at the

binance nft market.
Mig believes that bsc is an ecosystem that can lead the next generation of 

distributed applications.
The binance smartchain is highly scalable and fast to check.

We support smart contracts with low transaction fees.
The nft artwork is made from a unique erc-721/trc-721 token on-chain.

Binance is taking on a challenge in the current market conditions, and Mig hires it.
Binance smartchain outperformed Ethereum in daily trading.

we think it will continue to grow in size.

Ethereum and BSC Compatibility
MIG also believes that BEP20 tokens will not replace existing ERC20 tokens. Rather, with the 

advent of BEP20, the NFT market is growing rapidly.
I think the moment will come when we have a new heyday.

Mig wants a stolen market where everyone can participate. 
Not only main artists but also other artists should be able to hang out with the 

market at any time.
Also, how about the nft market where you recommend the first piece you want? 

It would be a very good market if you could recommend a work first and then artists 
could create a work later. 

That will bring another wind to the NFT market. 
The world is wide and the market is still small. 

Migland, where many artists participate, is the nft market that Mig wants.

MIGLAND ultimate goal is to become Disneyland.



NFTmarket created by MIG
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4. Information NFTmarket?
People think that works of art and music become NFT. At least a video!

But come to think of it, this NFT market is endless and I think it's a small market now. 
Let's think about it more broadly.

Can't we sell unique ideas and information in the NFT market as a limited edition?it?

"This idea is mine.”
“I want to sell this idea.”

“Who can help you with this idea?”
“We are recruiting people to buy this information. We're only recruiting three 

people”
“Who wants to buy this information?”

Is there no NFT market related to this knowledge? 
Give people a few things as a preview. 

Can't you sell your imagination and talent in your head?

MIG started with this imagination. 
The NFT market of MIG is the same as the existing market.

However, we will make another method and provide it to MIGLAND.  Aren't 
you curious about the NFT market that buys and sells ideas and information?

IDEA and Information NFT



MIGLAND season 1.5-2 MIGGAME
Enjoy your stylish game and life with MIG Land (KR)
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WHY MIG?
Enjoy your stylish game and life with MIG Land

The winner has everything.

MIG only takes the commission. The player and the player will 

play the game and the winner will take the coin. It's 100% 

transparent.

Notice it’s not an illegal gambling site. 

No one can withdraw money. 

MIG company doesn't charge any fees except for 

commission to make MIG company not to control the 

Winner nor the system. 

Only users can exchange by own.

If you want to change the coin to money, you can go 

back to Exchange to change it.

No company like MIG ever. Most of game sites have a system 

that manipulated  only to take user’s money. MIG company 

has different system utilized only ‘Player to Player match’.

The user can obtain new token or coin by staking the MIG coin 

at MIGpad. MIGpad can be staked as many as the specified 

number for each section. Something special about MIGpad is 

that users can play jackpot game with MIG coins. There is 

something special about MIGpad. If you want, you can play 

jackpot game by paying a certain amount of MIG coins

When jackpot comes out, it makes users can take more by 

staking.

MIGcoins will be having functions for posting and selling their

own intellectual NFTs in near future. Intellectual property can 

be music, videos, documents, and paintings.

.



MIG Company will create game sites for users
in Asia and English.

The site will support translations  for
Chinese, Korean, Japanese and English at first.

Service periods are available for initial participants.
During the working period, fees are reduced to 2.5%, half of 5 per cent.

Participation conditions are MIG coin purchase conditions.
MIG coins range from 10% to 50% depending on the interval.

You can get a plus discount during the service period.
In addition, 10% of the monthly fee is to promote MIG.

It will always be used for marketing expenses.
This is what drives the MIG to become known.

After service period, commission fee will be back to normal. But some of the fees 
will be returned to the winner like a lottery (Lottery once a week)

The timing has yet to be decided, but the system will be introduced quickly and 

start as early as the 1.5 season.
(A roulette game is a game in which the winner wins everything the loser has accumulated. 

It's not like the lottery)

The chart on the right shows the details of fees, business models, and some of 
the fees will be used as incineration to enhance MIGCOIN value.

Business model
Enjoy your stylish game and life with MIG Land

Mini Game
Participation

Staking 
MIGPAD

Exchange
listing

NFT
market 

Each player pays a fee of 5% of 
the amount he or she will bet per game.
Having a MIGcoin saves you a fee. 
*Depending on the number of MIG coins owned,
fees will be discounted by 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50% and up to 60%.

(Twenty percent of the savings are lost in MIGCOIN.)

Staking provides a place to showcase new coins.
Increase the utilization of MIGCOIN
and expand the ecosystem

MIGCOIN will be listed on UNISWAP or Pancakeswap
while prepare to list on any CEX.
.

It is so sad that there is no idea market in the NFT market. 
we'll make a place to buy people's ideas and auction 
themselves and auction them. This work will be carried 
out in Season 1.5 and Season 2 at the latest.
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What is a Mini Game?  Season 1.5 -2 plan

1.5 1.5

11.5

1.5

2

75% Season number

Jackpot game 

[MIGPAD]

ONLY STAKING BONUS GAME

We will make more games and coin use in season 2.
Please look forward to it. We excited.

Roulette game
Probability game and will reveal the probability.

The winner take the loser's accumulated money

Rock paper scissors  Game Dice Game

Card game
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Virtuous circle of MIG Eco-system

1.Users will be invited to join the MIG ecosystem. 

I will let you make invitation code.

Points will be earned when invited to code.

Points can be converted to MIG coins later.

3.It adds vitality to MIG by spurring future updates with 

customer center and monitoring to listen to users' stories.

2.A fast and safe game will bring pleasure. 

It also entertains users with transparent operations. 

This will be a confidence in the MIG.

100%
MIGland is ready.

Stakeholders voluntarily enter the MIG ecosystem to promote their respective understanding, and the MIG ecosystem will be 
placed in a virtuous cycle due to increased residents and increased activity.

Naturally, a huge ecosystem will be formed.
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Expansion of MIG system

All users can use the invitation code to the outside world for 
additional activities, such as external sharing. If you invite, the invitee 

gets a percentage.

Step1                     Step2

Step3
MIG is not a service only for existing users. 

By introducing new user, 
can be spread to various countries.

Safety in using and fresh games to participate
for the users to provide a pleasant and a treasure in 24/7.

The ecosystem will evolve.
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MIGLAND Future PLAN

7

12

Increasing number of fun games also make other fun things. 

These will be done in season 1.5-2.

2021-2022

Season 2 will allow users to use 12

major coins and upgrade the

MIGLAND world with a variety of

events as well as NFT.

2021

Season 1 will incorporate Seven out of 

20 major coins into the site first.

BTC, Eth, Dot, Sol, BNB, ICX, XRP

(*Subject to change)

80%

???
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The Roadmap

2021.2Q -3Q

Private sale,

Pre-seed sale , ICO

2021. 3Q-4Q

MIGLAND Site Launching (Season1)

2021.4Q – 2022. 1Q

Upgrade MIGland 1.5 ver

+ NFT market.

2022. 4Q – 2023, 1Q

New Token + NEW World begin

It's a secret, it's amazing and amazing.

2022. 2Q -3Q 

Upgrade MIGLAND 2.0ver

+ Staking service

+ Mainnet upgrade
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Token Allocation
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Token Description

Token Name MIGLAND 

Token Symbol MIG

Token Platform BEP-20

Token Cap 177,777,777 MIG

Rational spending plans for early and long-term development of services.

R&D  - BM consulting / Service Planning / Service Development
Investment in security & server /  Coin Development

OP & EXP  - Salaries expenses, Rent expenses, Insurance expenses, etc.

Legal - Legal & Accounting expensesTax and related matters

Marketing  - aunching marketing / web marketing / SNS marketing

Dex - Reserve for exchange

Strategic Partners - Accompaniment partnerOn-off collaboration partner

10%

10%

10%

20%

33%

7%

10%

TOKEN TOTAL ALLOCATION

Marketing 10% Dex 10% R&D 10%

Team& other 20% Sale-ICO 33% Sale-Private 7%

Rottery Bonus 10%



Risk Management Strategy and notice
MIG acknowledges that there is no return without risk and is 

therefore re focusing our risk management strategy, explicitly

identifying and evaluating key risks underlying MIG’s core business strategy.

As such, we consider that MIG complies with the requirements 

of the Financial Reporting Council’s Guidance on Risk Management, 

Internal Control and Related Financial and Business Reporting, 

and specifically confirm that:
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1.This white paper is for information only and shall only be used for reference purposes. It does 

not constitute trading advice or an offer to trade any shares or securities sold in MIG 

and its affiliated companies. Such an offer must comply with the relevant securities law and other laws.

2. Participation in any initial coin offering (ICO) means that the participant has reached the 

required age and has the full capacity for civil conduct and that a valid and genuine contract 

has been signed with MIG. The participant’s participation in any ICO is voluntary, 

and the participant has gained a clear understanding and knowledge of MIG before signing the contract.

3. The MIG team will continuously make reasonable improvements to ensure that the information in the white paper is true and accurate. 

Updates and adjustments may be made during the development process, including but not limited to the community mechanism, 

tokens and the token mechanism, and the distribution of tokens. 

Some of the content of the white paper may be adjusted in newer versions of the white paper in line with the development of the project. 

The team will announce the updated content publicly by publishing an announcement or the new version of their white paper on the website. 

The participant must promptly obtain the latest version of the white paper and promptly adjust his or her own 

decision based on the updated content. MIG expressly states that it will not be liable for 

losses arising from the participant’s dependence on the content of this document, inaccurate 

information in this document, or any behavior as a result of this document.

Disclaimer and risk warnings
Disclasimer
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4. The MIG team will make every endeavor to achieve the goals stated in this white paper, 

but due to force majeure, the team cannot make a full and complete commitment.

5. As official tokens of MIG, MiG are important tools for the smooth operation of the 

platform and are not investment products. Possession of MiG does not mean that the owner 

is granted ownership rights, controlling rights, or decision-making rights to the MIG 

platform. As encrypted tokens used in MIG, MiG do not belong to the following 

categories: (1) any kind of currency; (2) securities; (3) equity in a legal entity; (4) shares, bonds, 

bills, warrants, certificates, or any other documents granting of any right.

6. The team makes no promises as to any increase in the value of MiG and shall bear no liability 

for any consequences resulting from any increase or decrease in their value. 

Disclaimer and risk warnings
Disclasimer
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7. To the maximum extent of the applicable law, the team shall bear no liability for damages and 

risks arising from participation in an ICO, including but not limited to direct or indirect personal 

damages, loss of commercial profit, loss of commercial information, or any other economic losses.

8. MIG abides by any regulatory rules that are favorable for the sound development of the 

ICO industry as well as industry code of conduct declarations. If the participant participates, it 

means that they completely accept and abide by regulatory inspections. In addition, all 

information disclosed by the participant to complete regulatory inspections must be complete and accurate.

9. MIG clearly communicates the possible risks to the participant. Once the participant 

participates in an ICO, it means that they have understood and approved all terms in the 

detailed rules, accepted the potential risk, and are solely liable for any potential consequences.

Disclaimer and risk warnings
Disclasimer
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1. Policy risk: Currently, the regulatory rules for blockchain projects and ICO financing are 

ambiguous internationally. The participant may suffer losses due to policy changes.

2. Market risk: If the overall value of the digital asset market is over-estimated, the investment 

risk will be larger. The participant may have high expectations for ICO price increases following the ICO, 

but these high expectations may not be met.

3. Systematic risk: This refers to the force majeure factor, including but not limited to natural 

disasters, the large-scale failure of computer networks all over the world, and political unrest, among other events.

4. Regulatory risk: Transactions in digital assets are characterized by extremely high uncertainty. As there is currently a lack of robust regulation and

oversight in the digital asset transaction sector, electronic tokens are at risk of price volatility, and if the individual participant lacks experience, 

they may find it di ffi cult to withstand the impact on the assets and the psychological stress brought about by market instability after entering into the market

5. Project risk: The MIG team will make every endeavor to achieve the goals stated in this white paper, and already has a relatively mature commercial model. 

However, because the industry’s overall development is unpredictable, the existing commercial model may not closely align with market demand, 

resulting in difficulty achieving substantial profits. Moreover, the white paper may be updated as the project details are confirmed. 

If the updated project details fail to be promptly obtained by the ICO participant, the participant may be subject to information asymmetry, 

resulting in inadequate knowledge, which may affect the subsequent development of the project.

Disclaimer and risk warnings
Risk warnings
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6. Technical risk: (1) Because this project is based on a cryptographic algorithm, the rapid 

development of cryptography also brings potential cracking risks; (2) Because technologies 

like blockchain and distributed storage underpin the development of the core business, the 

MIG team cannot completely guarantee the implementation of the technology; (3) When 

the project is updated, bugs may be found and may be fixed by issuing a patch; however, the 

extent of the impact of the bugs cannot be guaranteed.

7. Hacker attack and crime risk: In terms of security, electronic tokens are anonymous and diffi

cult to trace. Therefore, they are easily attacked by hackers or utilized by criminals or may be 

involved in criminal behavior as illegal asset transfers.

8. Unknown risks: With the ongoing development of blockchain technology, there may be some 

risks that currently cannot be foreseen. The participant should fully understand the team’s 

background and overall framework and participate appropriately in the crowd funding of tokens.

Disclaimer and risk warnings
Risk warnings
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Expected MIG site Image
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7. Hacker attack and crime risk: In terms of security, electronic tokens are anonymous and diffi

cult to trace. Therefore, they are easily attacked by hackers or utilized by criminals or may be 
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8. Unknown risks: With the ongoing development of blockchain technology, there may be some 
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Thanks you
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